
1
# 12th June 2016 Final Version (until I think of something else to add)2
#3
# This program interfaces with any number of DS18B20 temperature sensors and reads them 4
# once a minute. The values read from the sensors are stored in a file (temp_data). Each 5
# line in the file contains the time and the temperature (in 1/10 degree C) for each6
# sensor. If all the temperatures are the same as the previous line, then no data is 7
# output (the results must therefore be plotted as an X-Y plot rather than as a simple 8
# line graph (the data will be more compressed if there are fewer sensors).9
#10
# A second file which contains the maximum and minimum temperature read date/time and11
# the maximum and minimum temperature read from the sensors between midnight and midnight12
# is also output (maxmin_temp_data).13
#14
# There is one debug line which prints out the time, data, max & min every time that the15
# data is output to file which can be commented out to stop the output to the screen.16
#17

18
import os 19
import glob 20
import time21
from datetime import datetime22

23
24

os.system('modprobe w1-gpio') 25
os.system('modprobe w1-therm')26
#27
# First of all, create a list to hold the old temperatures and the maximum and minimum28
# in a day. The size of the list will later be adjusted based upon the number of sensors. 29
# The idea is that we will read the temperature for each of the sensors and write30
# the value into the appropriate position in the list31
# then compare the old and new values in the list and print out the new value if32
# it is different to the old value. At the same time the maximum and minimum temeratures33
# recorded by each sensor will also be stored.34
#35
old_temp = [0]36

37
#Now the max and minimum temperatures38

39
maxmin_temp = [-100, 100]40
current_time = str(datetime.now())41
#42
# Get the last digit of the day from the current time.43
#44
day = str(current_time)[:-16]45
#46
# And set up the output files for permanent storage of the readings.47
#48
file_name = 'temp_data'49
maxmin_file = 'maxmin_temp_data'50
#51



#This section is a copy of the standard ways of reading the sensors52
#53
def read_temp_raw(device_file):54

f = open(device_file, 'r') 55
lines = f.readlines()56
f.close()57
return lines58

59
def read_temp(device_file):60

lines = read_temp_raw(device_file)61
while lines[0].strip()[-3:] != 'YES':62

time.sleep(0.2)63
lines = read_temp_raw() 64

equals_pos = lines[1].find('t=') 65
if equals_pos != -1:66

temp_string = lines[1][equals_pos+2:-3] 67
temp_c = float(temp_string) / 10.0 68
temp_f = temp_c * 9.0 / 5.0 + 32.0 69
current_time = str(datetime.now())70
return temp_c71

72
73
74

base_dir = '/sys/bus/w1/devices/' 75
count = 176

77
#78
# Write the headers to one output file. This means you can tell when the code is79
# restarted. At the same time, extend the old_temp list to be the right length80
#81

82
file_object = open(file_name, "a", 1)83
file_object.write("time")84
for device in glob.glob(base_dir + '28*'):85

file_object.write(", ")86
file_object.write("sensor ")87
counts = str(count)88
file_object.write(counts)89
count = count + 190
old_temp.append( 0)91
maxmin_temp.append (-100)92
maxmin_temp.append (100)93

file_object.write("\n")94
file_object.close()95
del old_temp[0]96
del maxmin_temp[0]97
del maxmin_temp[0]98
#99
# This might be a bit backwards but what we've done is create a list with one entry.100
# added as many objects as there sensors, then deleted the first entry so we should have a101
# list which is the same size as the number of sensors.102



#103
# In order to make it read once a minute need to know the starttime so that can sleep104
# based upon the current time (see at the end).105
#106
starttime = time.time()107
#108
# The start of the main programme loop109
#110

111
while True:112

count = 0113
change = 0114
for device in glob.glob(base_dir + '28*'):115

device_file = device + '/w1_slave'116
device_n = device[20:35]117
temp_temp = read_temp(device_file)118
if old_temp[count] != temp_temp:119

old_temp[count] = temp_temp120
if (maxmin_temp[count*2] < temp_temp) : maxmin_temp[count*2] = temp_temp121
if (maxmin_temp[count*2+1] > temp_temp) : maxmin_temp[count*2+1] = temp_temp122
change = 1123

count = count + 1124
#125
# There is no point in recording the temperatures if they are all the same as last time126
# however, this means you have to make a time based X-Y plot rather than a simple line.127
#128

if change == 1:129
print_time = str(datetime.now())[:-5]130
print(print_time, old_temp, maxmin_temp, day)131
temp_to_print = str(old_temp)[1:-1]132
file_object = open(file_name, "a", 1)133
file_object.write(print_time)134
file_object.write(", ")135
file_object.write(temp_to_print)136
file_object.write("\n")137
file_object.close()138
change = 0139

count = 0140
141

# Check if the day has changed. 142
# Record the max & min temperatures once per day143

144
day_check = str(current_time)[:-16]145
if day != day_check:146

temp_to_print = str(maxmin_temp) [1:-1]147
file_object = open(maxmin_file,"a",1)148
day_s = str(day)[1:-1]149
file_object.write(day_s)150
file_object.write(", ")151
file_object.write(temp_to_print)152
file_object.write("\n")153



file_object.close()154
count = 0155
for device in glob.glob(base_dir + '28*'):156

maxmin_temp[count*2] = -100157
maxmin_temp[count*2+1] = 100158
count = count + 1159

day = day_check160
#161
# The sleep loop is now set so that it will run again on the next 60 second tick.162
# this means that the temperature will be taken once a minute regardless of how many163
# sensors are active rather than being slower if there are more sensors.164
#165

166
time.sleep(60.0 - ((time.time() - starttime) % 60.0))     167

168


